
#20gayteen
ACROSS
2. Although this beloved Brooklyn 99 character 

came out as bisexual before 2018, her pride in 
her sexuality was featured in many episodes 
that aired in 20gayteen

3. Drag queen who delivered the death drop to 
end all death drops on RuPaul’s Drag Race: All 
Stars 3

6. Janelle Monae released this album, along with 
one of the gayest music videos of all time

11. Popular Cartoon Network show finally 
delivered on a long-awaited gay romance 
plotline during its finale

13. Winning the award for most bizarre phrase in 
the English Language, this actress was hailed 
as a “heterosexual queer idol”

14. Musical performance that ended with a 
lesbian kiss during the Thanksgiving Day 
Parade

15. Now iconic film that became the first big-
budget gay teen romance to smash the box 
office

16. DC show that aired two seasons in 2018 
features a black lesbian character

21. The term for abundant blue, purple, and pink 
hues that were featured in Janelle Monáe 

music videos
25. Yorgos Lanthimos-directed Period Drama 

featuring a lesbian love triangle
26. This artist dropped the iconic wlw anthem 

“Pussy Is God” this past November
27. First openly gay man from the U.S. to win a 

medal at any Winter Olympics
28. Former Disney star came out as bi, though 

we’d all been knowin’

DOWN
1. Fan favorite character Petra on this popular 

show had a female love interest introduced 
this season

4. Author and trans activist __________ is a 
producer of “Pose,” a show centered around 
trans people of color living in NYC in the 80s

5. Claimed that him and Tyler the Creator have 
been boyfriends for his whole life

6. The Iranian-American, bisexual, historically 
women’s college alum that directed The 
Miseducation of Cameron Post

7. In July, this bisexual Chicago rapper released 
a new EP titled “Be Yourself ”

8. Show rebooted by Netflix with an all-new 
Fab Five

9. This Love, Simon actor came out as bi during 
production of the movie, and captured all of 
our hearts

10. This trans artist dropped her first EP “Turn 
Off the Light, Vol. 1”

12. Next year’s LGBTQ slogan
17. This incredible music artist and icon came 

out as queer AND announced a pregnancy 
this year 18. Former Juno star who got 
married to her wife in 20gayteen

19. Kim Davis, a homophobic county clerk 
notorious for denying marriage licenses to 
queer couples, lost her seat in this state this 
past November

20. This gay artist dropped his new album Bloom 
(complete with a song about bottoming)

22. The royal groom in the British monarchy’s 
first gay wedding

23. Kehlani and _______ caused some major 
buzz after they made out on stage during a 
joint concert

24. First openly gay Native woman elected to 
Congress

25. Lead actress of multiple blockbuster movies 
revealed that she is in a loving relationship 
with Janelle Monáe this year
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